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        close info
                  Our technology plays a mission-critical role on several of the United States’ key missile warning and defense satellite programs, including those for the U.S. Space Force, Space Development Agency, Missile Defense Agency and Space Systems Command.

                                                                                                                    


            Learn More
      
              

          open info
      
        close info
                  L3Harris is redefining how to detect, track and defeat advanced missile threats with end-to-end solutions that are responsive, resilient, affordable and rapidly deployable at scale. 
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          open info
      
        close info
                  We successfully launched five missile tracking satellites for the Missile Defense Agency and Space Development Agency – delivering advanced on-orbit capabilities for the nation’s warfighters in just over three years.
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        close info
                  L3Harris is helping the U.S. military build a robust constellation of satellites to protect against a new generation of weapons: hypersonic missiles. 
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            What's New
      

                                Visit our newsroom and learn how we’re delivering trusted national security solutions at the pace of a technology disruptor.
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          Press release

              
            L3Harris Sets Date for First Quarter 2024 Earnings Release
      

        
              
          L3Harris Technologies will release first quarter 2024 financial results on Thursday, April 25, 2024, after market close. 
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          Editorial

              
            Future-Proofing the B-52
      

        
              
          L3Harris is upgrading critical electronic warfare systems to ensure the iconic aircraft's spectrum superiority for decades to come.
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          Editorial

              
            Superior Stability: WESCAM MX-Series EO/IR Systems Designed for Land Missions
      

        
              
          Land-based missions require a unique set of technologies for successful completion. L3Harris' family of electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) imaging sensor systems, including the WESCAM MX™-10 RSTA and the WESCAM MX™-GCS MK2, are built to provide operators and commanders a superior perspective of the battlefield. Combined with robust software applications, including WIDOW®, that are tailored for the sensors through L3Harris’ custom ISR software development process, each EO/IR system is adapted to perform in challenging land environments, using high-performance and independent stabilization and image processing.
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            One mission to protect, connect and inform
      

              Forward-looking solutions that solve our customers’ toughest challenges
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            Your Next Challenge Awaits
      

              
          We’ve engineered a culture where varied perspectives, pioneering ideas and work that makes a difference converge to accelerate your career. Step forward.
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            Tell us a little about yourself and we’ll show you the careers that fit you best.
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              Editorial | 04. 01. 2024

                    
            L3Harris Celebrates the RCAF Centennial
      

                    1 April 2024 marks 100 years of service for the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF). In honour of this  significant milestone and as a proud partner of the RCAF for over 75 years, L3Harris is gearing up for a year of celebration with a series of initiatives and events that will showcase their longstanding partnership and show their support and appreciation for the RCAF’s remarkable achievements over the past century. 
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            Proudly Maintaining Canada’s Fighter Aircraft Fleet for Over 35 Years
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            Supporting the RCAF for more than 25 Years with L3Harris’ WESCAM MX™-Series
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            Superior Stability: WESCAM MX-Series EO/IR Systems Designed for Land Missions
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